Propeller

Innovative, flexible tables.
Sophisticated Tables for Conferencing, Meeting and Training

In today’s modern office, flexibility is key. Spaces must support a variety of collaborative and individual work, all while staying connected to technology.

Propeller® offers a multi-purpose portfolio of training and conference tables for the evolving office landscape. Characterized by intelligent design, a sophisticated aesthetic and ease of reconfiguration, Propeller is the solution to the multi-tasking workplace.

Emanuela Frattini Magnusson is a Milan-born architect and designer based in New York. Her work spans architecture, interiors, and product design.
Allows for diverse applications across the classroom or workplace

+ Privacy and modesty screens attach easily to the worksurface without tools.
+ Tables gang together with a simple click-to-lock release mechanism.
+ Standing height tables are also easy to configure and reconfigure.
Propeller Conferencing is designed for beauty and performance throughout the workplace. With a modular design that’s offered in a variety of bases, it accommodates a group as small as four to a large boardroom. Paired with a multitude of storage solutions, Propeller Conferencing adds grace and sophistication to the modern office.
Advanced solutions for wire management

+ With enhanced space in the base for vertical wire management and the ability to conceal floor monuments, Peanut and Drum are ideal solutions. Panels on the base can be easily removed without tools for easy access.

+ Large conference tables, top right, incorporate a structural frame which also serves as a horizontal wire management channel.

+ The modular raceway kit, shown above right with a wire management basket, offers a hard-wired electrical connection for Propeller training table applications.
Finishes and Options

Table options
- Rectangular Training Table
- T-Leg Flip-Top Table
- C-Leg Flip-Top Table
- Conference Table, Standard Leg
- Conference Table, Square Drum Base
- Conference Table, Peanut Base
- Conference Table, Drum Base
- Conference Table, Rectangular Base

Storage options
- Column Leg Table
- Credenza
- Sideboard

Edge options
- Flat Edgeband
- Molded Edgeband
- AutoStrada Edge Profile
- Saarinen Edge Profile
- Propeller Edge Profile
Propeller

The Propeller® Collection delivers a series of training and conference tables that integrate across the office or learning environment. Combining a range of base options with a sophisticated aesthetic, Propeller has an intuitive design that ensures ease of use throughout each workspace.

Training Tables

Optional molded performance edgeband has permanently bonded seams that prevent liquids from collecting.

Signature aluminum leg manages wiring directly to the tabletop.

Conference Tables

Laminate and Veneer top finishes; Flat ABS, veneer or molded urethane edgebands.

Modesty screens attach easily.

Conference tables feature elegant detailing and are available in a wide array of laminates and wood veneers.

Enhanced space in the base supports vertical wire management and the ability to conceal floor monuments.

The table provides a structural frame which also serves as a horizontal wire management channel.